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Abstract— Digital image compression technology is of
vital importance for the very fast transmission and
applicable processing of digital image information on the
internet. The main basic aim of image compression is greatly
to reduce the number of the image pixel elements with the
main intension not to affect the original quality of the
original image that is to be compressed. It is usually done by
removing the redundancy present in the image. Objective of
this paper is to compare few promising compression
techniques such as DWT coding, Back Propagation Neural
Network (BPNN), new hybrid techniques for compression.
DWT improves the quality of compressed image. Backpropagation algorithm can be extensively used as a learning
algorithm in Artificial Neural Networks. BPNN comes under
Feed-Forward Neural Network Architecture. This type of
architecture can be used in approximation of all the
problems, which is having high precision. Error correction
learning rule is particularly used by this Neural Network.
This is very efficient algorithm for Image Compression,
which works with the architecture of Artificial Neural
Network (ANN). There are different types of parameters,
which includes Compression ratio (CR), Peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR), Bits per pixel (BPP) and Mean Square error
(MSE). The quality of any compressed image can be
assessed using a set of parameters. Then the performance
Analysis of different images is carried out (on application of
three different algorithms) in this paper. The resulst clearly
explais that hybrid Image Compression using hybrid DWTBP(Discrete Wavelet Transform-Back Propagation) provides
better CR and PSNR.
Keywords: Hybrid Medical Image Compression, Discrete
Wavelet Transformation, Back Propagation, Compression ratio,
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, Bits Per Pixel, Mean Square Error.

I.

INTRODUCTION

An image usually consists of enormous amount of data and
requires large number of space in the memory. Compressed
image occupies less number of spaces in memory and it
requires less time for transmission. The main function of
image compression is to rearrange the data and that may
degrade the image., depending on the compression ratio(CR).
CR is one of the best parameters to get good quality of a
compressed image. By evaluating this CR, quality of an image
978-1-4673-6725-7/16/$31.00 © 2016 IEEE

may be predicted. Usually, the input image will be in the form
of analog images, thus these analog images can be sampled
and quantized to get the digital images. By using these digital
images only, the compression algorithm can be made possible.
For example, in order to send an image of size 256×256
usually it will take around some few more minutes to reach the
receiver. Thus by doing this compressed algorithm many of
images can be sent simultaneously within less amount of time.
Here image compression algorithm plays an important role
where multiple amounts of images can be sending over the
internet and also downloaded from web images. The main
purpose of this image compression is to reduce the cost for
storage space and communication. Fig 1 explains the general
format of BP Networks.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes three different types of compression
techniques namely i) DWT algorithm, ii) BPNN and iii)
hybrid DWT-BP algorithm.. Section III describes related
works carried out so far. Section IV elaborates on involves the
performance analysis of different parameters and the results
obtained using compression algorithms. Section V compares
the performance of three different algorithms based on the
selected parameters The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II.

ALGORITHMS USED

A) Back Propagation Neural Networks(BPNN)
Neural Network is nowadays an important emerging tool
that can be very applicable particularly to image
processing techniques. There will be many training pairs
in BPNN, the most important and useful training pair is
input-output pair. This BPNN algorithm can be able to
give the procedures for varying the weights after giving
the input; this input to output pair will categorize the
given input patterns. Gradient-descent method is one of
the apt methods for this weight updating in BPNN. In
BPNN, the weight can be calculated during the learning
period of the network, in this way it’s different from all
other algorithms. Back propagation algorithm involves
three different types of layers namely input layer, output
layer and more than one hidden layer. Hidden layer is
connected to input output pair of the BPNN algorithm.
The value of neurons in BPNN can be evaluated where
both input layer and output layer neurons less than the
hidden layer neuron, in order to perform the compression
algorithm.
.

may be different types of Image Processing techniques in
which this DWT can be of successive high pass and low pass
filter where the images can be divided in to pixels. [13]
Discrete Wavelet Transform-Back Propagatiom(DWT-BP)

Fig 1. General Structure of BPNN

The first step of Image Compression in BPNN is to
decompose the input images in pixels; this can be done by the
algorithm of BPNN. These pixels which are encoded in
previous step can be given as an input to the network. Now,
this image is transmitted and recovered in the receiver side.
There are three important layers in BPNN which is named as
input layer, hidden layer, output layer where this hidden layer
can be more than one. The next process is to encode spatial
coordinates of the pixel. Entropy encoding which is a way of
lossless compression will convert the image from two to one
dimensional value and then the image is compressed. After
getting the compressed image, the error can be calculated in
all the three layers.
B) Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT)
There are two types of compression viz., lossy and
lossless methods. Here DWT is one of the algorithms in
lossless method. Thus, this DWT is considered as one of the
important method for image compression where there is no
loss of information during the compression of image.
Wavelets have more advantages over compressing signals.
DWT can be applied to the process of Image Compression by
using the threshold value. Applying DWT can be able to get
different levels of bands. After deciding the threshold value,
these values will neglect the certain wavelet coefficients.
Value of threshold affects the quality of compressed image.
[9] There may be different types of Image Processing
techniques in which this DWT can be of successive high pass
and low pass filter where the images can be divided in to
pixels. [13] In wavelet transform, the decomposition of an
image consists of two parts, i)approximation of an image
(scaling function) and ii) detailed part of an image (wavelet
function).
Compressions are of types namely lossy and lossless
methods. Here DWT is one of the algorithms in lossless
method. Thus, this DWT is considered as one of the important
method for image compression where there is no loss of
information during the compression of image. Wavelets have
more advantages over compressing signals. DWT can be
applied to the process of Image Compression by using the
threshold value. Applying DWT can be able to get different
levels of bands. After deciding the threshold value, these
values will neglect the certain wavelet coefficients. Value of
threshold affects the quality of compressed image. [9] There

Nowadays in the developing world, there are so many
researches done on wavelet representation and transforms. The
areas which will be having no noise can be represented as
plain areas in an image. These areas will have very high
degree of redundancy. [5] Since in this proposed method we
hybrid both the combinations of DWT and BP. The main
advantage of neural network can be predicted as it can adapt
itself from the training data. [6] This section involves hybrid
image Compression using Discrete Wavelet Transform and
Back Propagation Neural Network Algorithm. As in the
previous section there is a clear description about DWT and
BPNN algorithm. In order to get better Compressed Image
without degrading the quality of Image there should be very
less Compression Ratio (CR) and high Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR). Thus in our research we hybrid these two
algorithms viz., DWT and BP this gives better CR and PSNR.
The block diagram of this proposed method is described as
follows:
Hybrid DWT-BP
Input
Images

DWT
Algorithm

BPNN

Compressed
Images

Fig. 2. Block Diagram of proposed work

This Fig.2 represents the block diagram of the proposed
method. Here the input images which of size 256×256 is given
in order to get the compressed image. First these images can
be given to DWT algorithm which undergoes image
compression process and the image which gets from DWT
algorithm is given as an input to Back Propagation Neural
Network in order to get further compression. Thus this output
image from BPNN is the final compressed image which gives
better CR and PSNR.
Referring to [14], we can predict that our proposed method
will be having efficient CR and PSNR. Thus the comparison
chart for both existing method and proposed method is given
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Comparison chart of proposed work and existing method

III.

RELATED WORK

Image compression techniques remove redundancy present
in data. Wavelet-based image compression provides
substantial improvements in picture quality at higher CR.
Neural Networks are also be used for data or image
compression. Therefore, compression of the hyper spectral
image is necessary to facilitate storage and transmission [2] It
is well known that the spectral energy in natural images is
concentrated in the low-frequency region. A significant
amount of output energy for the high-frequency channel
comes from aliasing that can be reduced by narrowing the
transition band [3] Distortions picture shooting, image
compression, transmission, and post processing. When taking
a photo using a digital camera, incorrect focus, low-quality
lens, or camera shake create blur image irrespective of quality
of a camera. Long shutter exposure or high ISO speed (with
higher electric current) exposure increases the noise
occurrence of an image [4] Multi resolution means
simultaneous presentation of image on different levels.
Wavelet transform represent an image as a sum of wavelets
functions, with different location and scales. [7] The Hybrid
(DWT+DCT) transform satisfy both the advantages of DWT
& DCT so that in this transform storage size reduced with
higher compression ratio and The image is analyzed by DWT
up to three level, as a result we get approximation images of
size 8 x 8 and make detail coefficients images is equal to
zeroes. The 2- D DCT is applied on approximation image.
Then quantized and send for coding.[10] In lossless
compression schemes, the reconstructed image, is numerically
identical to the original image. Lossless compression is
preferred for archival purposes and often for medical imaging,
technical drawings, clip art or comics.[11] Whenever images
are resized then it provides storage space to the other files. A
new approach for image compression, where multilayer
wavelet is to be used, by using dual tree complex wavelet
transform with multilayer that preserve the dominant
brightness level and intensity of the targeted image in layers,
which results in layered wavelet coefficients close to zero. The
thresholding also can modify the coefficients to produce more
zeros which allow a higher compression ratio. Quantization is
a process that minimizes the number of bits required to

represent a quantity by considering the possible value of the
quantity. [13] Discrete Walsh Transform (DWT) is used as
one component transform which contributes to global
properties of an image. Second component that contributes to
local properties is varied along with its size. For 256x256 size
image, hybrid wavelet transform generates 256x256 size
image. It can be generated using two component transforms of
size 8x8 and 32x32 respectively, both component transforms
of 16x16 and first of 64x64 and second of 4x4. [15]
IV.

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Many parameters are used to measure quality of any
compressed image. Commonly used parameters are Mean
Square error (MSE), PSNR, CR and BPP. In general, the
larger the PSNR value, the better will be the quality of
compressed image.
A) Mean Square Error (MSE)
The equation for MSE can be given as,
∑

MSE=

∑

,

,

2

– (1)

where f(x, y) represents input image, f'(x, y) represents image
and M, N represents the dimensions of the image. Lower the
value of MSE higher the quality of compressedimage.
B) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
It is ratio between sizes of the input image to MSE.
High PSNR value implies that the compressed image is of
high quality.
PSNR=10

[

- (2)

Where, M×N is are already designed.
C) Compression Ratio
Compression ratio is defined as the ratio between the
uncompressed image size and compressed image size.
CR =

UNCOMPRESSED IMAGE SIZE
COMPRESSED IMAGE SIZE

- (3)

D) Bits Per Pixel (BPP)
Bits per pixel ratio (BPP) specifies the number of bits
for storing one pixel of the image.
BPP=

.

- (4)

V.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of CR for different input
images. CR for DWT algorithm is higher.
PSNR
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Fig.5. Compression of Input Images using DWT algorithm

Fig. 9 .Comparison of PSNR Values for different Input Image

Fig.6. Compression of Input Images using BPNN algorithm

Fig. 9 shows that PSNR for DWT algorithm is very low
compared to other two techniques. Therefore it can be
concluded that hybrid DWT-BP algorithm gives better PSNR
values.
The following are the tables which can be depicted for
these three different algorithms DWT, BP and hybrid DWTBP.
Table 1. Parameters for DWT algorithm

Fig.7. Compression of Input Images using hybrid DWT-BP

Figures (Fig. 4 to 7) show the compressed images obtained by
using DWT, BPNN and hybrid DWT-BP alongwith respective
original images (by simulation). All the input images are of
size 256×256 .

Algorithm
Parameters

DWT

1.49

Original
Image
Size(KB)
58.5

Compressed
Image
Size(KB)
19.3

0.23
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Table 2. Parameters for BPNN Algorithm
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Fig.8 .Comparison of Compression Ratio for different Input images

Algorithm
Parameters

BPNN

6.95

Original
Image
Size(KB)
58.5

Compressed
Image
Size(KB)
17.5

2.69

8.18

71.7

21.0

49.28

0.58

3.54

84.0

22.0

42.52

0.96

7.76

46.9
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0.95

49.86

1.47

CT

0.85

52.46
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0.87
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0.86

Image
Brain

[3]

Table 3. Parameters for hybrid DWTBP Coding
Algorithm

DWTBP

Parameters

Compress
ed Image
Size(KB)

CR

PSNR

MSE

BPP

Original
Image
Size(KB)

Brain

0.34

59.23

0.51

2.30

58.5

7.35

CT

0.72

64.88

1.67

8.01

71.7

9.41

MRI

0.43

76.10

1.59

8.40

84.0

9.94

PET

0.35

57.90

1.05

6.23

46.9

5.79

Image

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

CONCLUSION
In this paper, Image Compression based on DWT,
BPNN and hybrid DWT-BP is discussed. The input image of
size 256×256 is given where the compressed image is obtained
by these above algorithms. Different types of parameters are
calculated in order to know the quality of compressed image.
By viewing the comparison chart which is given in fig. 8 and
9, it can be concluded that (for both CR and PSNR) among the
three algorithms hybrid DWT-BP gives an efficient results.
This paper discusses about three algorithms used for
compressing images for both lossless and lossy techniques.
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